This article describes gyroscopes and their effects in various fields of everyday life. Gyroscopic effect is ability (tendency) of the rotating body to maintain a steady direction of its axis of rotation. The gyroscopes are rotating with respect to the axis of symmetry at high speed. Gyroscopic effect is related to all rotating mechanisms (wheels, gears, shafts, rotors, bicycles, motorcycles, children's toys...). In some cases, we want to enhance the gyroscopic effect (for stabilization, energy accumulation). Stabilization effect is mainly used for two-wheeled vehicles. It can be also used on ships and boats, where big wheel is rotating and preventing the boat to overturn. Gyroscopic effects can help with energy accumulation. The bigger rotating speed is achieved the bigger amount of energy is stored. When the gyroscope is well designed the efficiency can be much higher than in the batteries. In other cases we want to suppress or compensate it (in case of the direction change of the rotating device). This is mainly about the planes. When the pilot of the plane needs to change the heading then during the left turn the plane will go up and during the right turn it goes down. The use of gyroscopes is important in various modes of transportation. We describe different usage of gyroscopes in transport and logistics, especially gyrocompass (ships and planes -advantages: no influence by ferromagnetic materials, heading to the true North, disadvantages: errors caused by rapid changes in course, speed and latitude); attitude and heading indicators (plane); pendulous integrating gyroscopic accelerometer (rocketry); gyrostat -control moment gyroscope (space -stations, satellites and probes); MEMS gyroscope (automotive, entertainment, robots, etc.).
INTRODUCTION
With gyroscopic effect we meet in everyday life. Each object which produces gyroscopic effect is a rotating gyroscope,. Knowledge about gyroscope movement is important for applications in different fields of physics (e.g. Larmor precession in atomism) and astronomy (lunisolar precession of Earth), in technology (e.g. gyroscopic effect in transportation [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] .), in military (stabilization of missiles and bullets) and also in sport (flight disk), in energetics (kinetic energy accumulation by turbines, mechanical batteries).
Source: [21] Figure 1 Model of gyroscope Gyroscopic effect is ability (tendency) of the rotating body to maintain a steady direction of its axis of rotation. The gyroscopes are rotating with respect to the axis of symmetry at high speed. This gives them big kinetic energy (1) where ω is angular speed and I moment of inertia of the form (2) where Q is entire mass. The gyroscopic effect is dependent on the weight of the rotating body, the weight distribution around the rotation axis, and the angular speed.
The mathematical description of the problem is based on the equations of motion (second order partial differential equations). The equations of motion are well known as Euler-Lagrange equations. To resolve the problem it is necessary to use differential and integral calculus and theory of differential equations. The basis of exploring physical properties of the gyroscope is tied to the work of famous physicists and mathematicians.
The spatial rotation (appropriately described by angles) split into three parts was introduced by Leonard Euler in the middle of the 18 th century and therefore the angles are called Euler angles. Lord Kelvin studied symmetrical gyrostats (see [18] ) at the end of the 18 th century. Sophie Kowalevski investigated the case where axis is not passing through the centre of gravity (see [22] ) at the end of the 19 th century.
APPLICATIONS OF GYROSCOPIC EFFECT
Gyroscopic effect is used not only in the logistic but also in the military. If the bullet is rotating around the longitudinal axis it is more stable and for example the side wind doesn't have so big effect on it.
Source: [23] Figure 2 Physical description of the gyroscope Sometimes the gyroscopic effect complicates things. When the pilot of the plane needs to change the heading then during the left turn the plane will go up and during the right turn it goes down. This is caused by the vector properties of the gyroscope (see figure 2) .
(3) Where M is moment, ω is angular speed and L angular momentum.
The use of gyroscopes in logistics can be divided into several groups: -Stabilizers -Energy storage -Gyrocompass -Attitude and Heading indicator -Pendulous Integrating Gyroscopic Accelerometer (PIGA) -Gyrostat -Control moment gyroscope (CMG) -MEMS Gyroscope
Stabilizers
Rotating objects like wheels are used as stabilizers for twowheeled vehicles -bicycles and motorbikes.
This stabilization effect is used also on ships. Gyroscopes are used as anti-roll stabilizers. In the past, in the 19 th and early 20 th centuries they were used also on big ships. Nowadays they are mounted on the small personal ships, yachts and motorboats. The bigger the boat is the bigger gyro is needed, bigger gyro produces bigger anti-rolling torque.
Energy storage
The main principle of flywheel energy storage (FES) is to store energy of the system as a rotational energy. The process of extracting energy from the system decreases the flywheels' rotational speed. Storing energy in the FES results in the higher rotational speed. The amount of specific energy (eq. 4) stored in the system depends on several factors, the first is the geometry of the rotor and the second are the properties of the material used for flywheel.
(4)
Where E is kinetic energy of the rotor in Joules (eq. 1), I is rotor's moment of inertia (eq. 2), K rotor's geometric shape factor ). This is valid only for singlematerial and isotropic rotors.
Storage efficiency depends on the orientation and design of the flywheel. In the worst case, with the mechanical bearing and wrong orientation, it can lose up to 50% of energy in two hours. [24] . Mechanical efficiency can be increased using magnetic bearing and high vacuum up to 97% [25] .
The principle of energy storage is used also in the automotive industry in various hybrid or electrical cars instead of batteries or as a system for the recuperation of energy.
Flywheels are used in the physics laboratories where high currents for brief intervals are needed.
Several flywheel grid energy storages are installed on different places on Earth [25] .
Gyrocompass
Gyrocompass is widely used in sea transport. It has two main advantages over the classical magnetic compass. Instead of classical compass the gyrocompass seeks for the true north determined by the Earth rotation. And gyrocompass is not influenced by ferromagnetic materials, such as in a ship's steel hull, which distort the magnetic field [6] .
Gyrocompass suffers from certain errors. These errors are introduced during rapid changes in course, speed and latitude. These deviations are caused before the gyroscope can adjust itself and are called steaming error [9] .
Attitude and Heading Indicators
The Attitude Indicator, known as the artificial horizon, is used in aviation. This device informs the pilot about the orientation of the aircraft relative to the Earth's horizon. It indicates pitch -tilt in the horizontal plane around the axis perpendicular to the direction of movement of the aircraft (fore and aft tilt) -and bank -tilt in horizontal plane around the axis which has the same direction as the movement of the aircraft (side to side tilt).
Attitude indicators called Flight Director Attitude Indicators (FDAIs) are used on manned spacecraft. They indicate the craft's yaw angle (nose left or right), pitch (nose up or down), roll, and orbit relative to a fixed-space inertial reference frame, for which FDAI can be configured to use the known positions relative to Earth or the stars.
The Heading Indicator informs pilot about the heading of the aircraft. It is used in the same meaning as magnetic compass which suffers from several types of errors. However the heading indicator is not perfect. Heading indicator drifts over time. This drift of the gyroscope can be easily predicted based on its physical properties, time of operation and also the position or changes of position in space. Due to this, the drift heading indicator has to be calibrated each 10 to 15 minutes [1].
Pendulous Integrating Gyroscopic Accelerometer
A PIGA is a gyroscopic type of accelerometer which can measure acceleration and speed simultaneously. Speed is measured by integration of acceleration against time. PIGA is used in Inertial Navigation Systems (INS) for guidance of aircrafts and missiles (not only ballistic missiles but also Titan and Saturn -used in US space program). Advantages of PIGA are very high sensitivity and accuracy over wide acceleration range.
Gyrostat
A Gyrostat consists of a massive gyroscope and solid casing (see [18] , [26] ). In the 19th and early 20th centuries the gyrostats were used for stabilizing the ship (Anti-rolling gyroscope).Today gyrostats are used for stabilization of the slowly moving ships (hydrodynamic roll stabilizer fins are ineffective) and for attitude control systems for spacecraft and satellites, where they are known as gyrodynes or control moment gyroscopes (CMGs).
CMGs are used from the beginning of space flight because all spacecraft need to know their orientation in space and mainly to keep the same orientation at low cost of propellants (i.e. in the first two years gyrodynes on MIR save about 15 tons of propellants [16] ).
ISS CMG Specification (see [4] and [8] 
MEMS Gyroscope
MEMS -a microelectromechanical systems gyroscope is a miniaturized gyroscope found in different electronic devices. It takes the idea of the Foucault pendulum and uses a vibrating element. MEMS gyroscopes are used in the automotive industry where they serve as an input for to electronic stability control systems in conjunction with a steering wheel sensor or airbag systems.
MEMS gyroscope can be found also in industrial robots, where it helps with the high precision positioning and movement, in spacecraft (see [2] , [14] , [17] ). Due to their small size MEMS gyroscopes can be used in the field of entertainment (smartphones, gaming devices), hobbies (RC flying models, camera and video systems -image stabilization).
CONCLUSION
There are a lot of interesting and various problems in the field of transport and logistics. One of the problems is related to rotating mechanisms. Many rotating mechanisms (wheels, gears, shafts, rotors...) are used during the transport process. The rotating parts with gyroscopic effect of the transportation are studied in [7] , [10] , [11] , [13] , [19] , [20] . We have to model their properties as a gyroscope. In some cases, we want to enhance the gyroscopic effect (stabilization) and in other suppress or compensate for it (change of direction of rotating device).
In [10] , a mathematical model of combined bendinggyratory vibration is presented. Especially the paper is devoted to the application of the finite element method. The mathematical model based on the physical discretization and used for solving the problem of finding critical speed of rotations is made in [11] . The finite element analysis for a functionally graded rotating shaft with multiple breathing cracks is presented in [7] . The set of steady-state conditions for the movement of the tractorlorry-trailer combination model is determined on the basis of the developed mathematical model; it provides the necessary mobility for the passage of the circular overall traffic lane [27] .
The design of an active stabilizing system (ASAS) for a singletrack vehicle is presented in the study [3] . Using the gyroscopic effects of two gyroscopes, this system can generate control torque to stabilize the vehicle in cases where there is centrifugal force of turning. The stabilization of systems is also studied in articles [5] , [12] , [15] . The stabilization effect of the gyroscope is also used in the popular personal vehicle called Segway.
The use of gyroscopes is important in various modes of transportation. This paper describes different usage of gyroscopes in transport and logistics, especially gyrocompass (ships and planes); attitude and heading indicators (plane); pendulous integrating gyroscopic accelerometer (rocketry); gyrostat -control moment gyroscope (space -stations, satellites and probes); MEMS gyroscope (automotive, entertainment, robots, etc.).
